
CSC 210 PROJECT 4 BACKTRACKING

DR. GODFREY C. MUGANDA

1. Project Overview

The N -Queens problem is the problem of placing N queens on an N by N chess-
board in such a way that no two queens are in the same row, column, or diagonal.

Your application will have Java FX interface. When the application starts, it will
display a scene with a textfield where the user can enter the size of the board:

A textfield will automatically fire an ActionEvent when the user enters content
and hits the ENTER key. You will use this to invoke an ActionEvent handler that
will read the value N in the textfield and then either display a solution for the
placement of N queens in the space above the textfield, or display and Alert box
showing that for that value of N , no such placement is possible.

For example, for N = 2 or N = 3, no such placements are possible. In this case,
your program should display an “empty” chess-board of size 3, together with Alert

message indicating no non-attacking placements are possible:
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However, in the case of size 4, there are solutions possible, and in that case your
program should display a non-attacking placement for the queens:

In the following, I indicate how you should go about to do this project.
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2. Building the User Interface

You should use a top-level pane BorderPane in which you place a Label and
TextField at the bottom, as you can see in the screen shots. In the CENTER
of the BorderPane, place a VBox that will be used to hold a chessboard.

3. The ActionEvent handler on the TextField

In a separate file, place two classes.

public class nQueensHandler implements EventHandler<ActionEvent>

{

Pane board;

TextField tf;

public nQueensHandler(TextField gameSizeTf, Pane board)

{

tf = gameSizeTf;

this.board = board;

}

@Override

public void handle(ActionEvent event)

{

}

// Try to extend a partial queens configuration by placing

// a queen in a given row.

boolean extend(LinkedList<Place> partial, int row, int gameSize)

{

return false;

}

boolean conflict(Collection<Place> places, int r, int c)

{

}

}

class Place

{

public final int row;

public final int col;

public Place(int r, int c)

{

row = r; col = c;

}

public boolean conflict(int r, int c)

{
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}

@Override

public String toString()

{

return row+"-"+col;

}

}

The first class is the event handler class for the ENTER action on the textfield.
The second class, Place, represents a row and column position on the board.

Basically, the event handler object will need access to the size input text field, and
to the pane into which the chessboard of the given size will be displayed. (We used
the same idea to display a tree view in project 2).

When a value N is entered in the size text field, the handler will clear the pane
that contains the current chessboard, if any, and then build a chessboard of size N
and display it in the pane. The handler will then use backtracking to determine if
a placement is possible. If a placement exists, it is displayed in the chessboard.

4. Building the Chessboard

Use a GridPane, and place a Label in each row r and column c of the grid for
each r = 0, . . . , N − 1 and c = 0, . . . , N − 1. You can use code like this to set that
background color of a Label (use any two different colors other than black).

Label label = new Label("");

String color = "yellow";

label.setStyle("-fx-background-color: " + color);

label.setFont(Font.font(30));

label.setPadding(new Insets(10, 30, 10, 30));

You will need a way to retrieve the Label that is at a particular row and column
in the grid so you can set its text to Q after you have determined that a placement
is possible. One way to do this is to store the label objects in a Map that is keyed
by row and column positions as you place the labels into the grid:

Map<String, Label> labelMap = new HashMap<>();

You can represent a row and column position (r, c) by a string of the form where
you "r-c". For example, if r = 2 and c = 4, use the string "2-4". You can get this
string from the toString() method of the class Place.

5. The Backtracking Strategy

The main backtracking method will have the signature

// Try to extend a partial queens configuration by placing

// a queen in a given row.

boolean extend(LinkedList<Place> partial, int row, int gameSize)

{

return false;
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}

The strategy is to place a queen in each row, in such a way that the queen placed
in a row r will not conflict with any of the queens alread placed in rows 0 through
r − 1.

Here the row r indicates the current stage, and the choices available at stage r are
the columns c = 0, . . . , N − 1. (Here N is gameSize).

We record the placement of a queen in row r and column c by a Place(r, c)

object. The parameter partial, which is LinkedList of posistions where a queen
has already been placed, represents a partial solution that we are trying to extend.

We can only extend a partial solution partial by adding (r, c) if none of the position
already in partial conflict with (r, c). This is the reason you have the conflict()

methods.

The instance method in the Place class

public boolean conflict(int r, int c)

{

}

will return true if and only if (r, c) is in the same row, column, or diagonal as this
Place object. Remember that there are two types of diagonal, falling diagonals
and rising diagonals. Be sure you check both types of diagonals.

The method

boolean conflict(Collection<Place> places, int r, int c)

{

}

is a convenience method that can be used to check that a position does not conflict
with any of the places already accumulated in the partial solution.

6. Due Date

Due Friday at the end of Week 10.


